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Utilizing an Employee
Assistance Program
to Combat Drug Abuse in the Workplace
Br RANDY KRATZ
address the addiction or prevent one from
developing. That's where an employee
assistance program (EAP) can help.
EAPs beca.me popular in 1be early
20th cenrury as a way 10 combat work
force substance abuse, particularly in
dustrial alcoholism. An EAP often
serves as an extension of a company hu..
man resource team and provides a con•
fidential outlet for employees who need
assistance with a variety of life concerns,
onc ofwh.icb is substancc abu.�. Haviog
such a program available tells y<>ur em
ployees that the company is not <>nly in
vested in rooting out drug use., but is also
invested in improving employees• health
and well-being.
The first step you as an employer can
take is to work with an independent drug

There's an opioid addiction epidemic
in our society, and it affects people from
all walks of life, including your employ
ees. Abuse of opioid painkillers like Vi
codin and OxyContin�fieo legally
obtained by a physician-bas reached

crisis levels and opened the gateway to
use of other drugs. Companies need to
stay current with drug testing policies

and expand existing testing panels to in
clude commonly prescribed m edications
(opioids), as well as illicit drugs and al
cohol. By testing for prescription drug
abuse, an employer is, in essence, offer
ing employees access to help and rreat
ment. But while establishing a drug
testing policy is important, it's often a
limited first step. After all, a drug test
only identifies use of a drug, not how to

nder Oral Fluid Testing Provides the Answer
The leg.aliz.ation of marijuana Is creating challenges for businesses and the
ability to maintain the integrity of their '"drug free•work programs. Workplaces
need an alternative that can identify current or more recent use as an indicator
of being"under the intluer'Ke". As the market leader in oral tluid testing,
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Intercept leads the way i n recent drug detection.

Intercept Oral Fluid Drug Testing
• Capture·Under tht' Influence'" drug use
• Eliminate sample dilution and adulteration
• Increase effidcncy and productivity

<Intercept.>
Or•I fluid Orug T•sr
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• Collect anytime, anywhere and•••

Maintain the integrity of your drug free workplace program!

